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Appendix 10C 

Derivation of Result [10.33] 
 

 

This appendix presents a mathematical derivation of formula [10.33] in Chapter 10, which is 

repeated here as follows: 
 

REAUS,LR-8ST = –7ALR   ...[10.33] 

 
Figure 10-3 in Chapter 10 is reproduced below. 

 
Figure 10-3: LR Technique Estimated Expenditure and Relative Expenditure 
for the Case of Positive Relative Expenditure (RE > 0) 
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As shown in Figure 10-3 above, REAUS,LR is given by result [10.32] from Chapter 10, as follows: 
 

REAUS,LR = EEAUS,LR – AEAUS = (ALR + BLRPAUS) – AEAUS  ...[10.32] 
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But 

AEAUS = AENSW + AEVIC + AEQLD + AEWA + AESA + AETAS + AEACT + AENT

           ...[10C.1] 

 
So if actual STU expenditures can be well approximated by the linear regression formula 

[10.30b] in Chapter 10, as assumed in the LR technique, then the following formula will apply 

to the eight STUs U: 
 

AEU = EEU = ALR + BLRPU   ...[10C.2a] 

 
The following results would thus apply to good approximation for the eight individual STUs: 
 

AENSW = ALR + BLRPNSW  ...[10C.2b] 

AEVIC = ALR + BLRPVIC  ...[10C.2c]  

AEQLD = ALR + BLRPQLD  ...[10C.2d]  

AEWA = ALR + BLRPWA  ...[10C.2e] 

AESA = ALR + BLRPSA   ...[10C.2f] 

AETAS = ALR + BLRPTAS  ...[10C.2g] 

AEACT = ALR + BLRPACT  ...[10C.2h] 

AENT = ALR + BLRPNT   ...[10C.2i] 

 
Substituting [10C.2b] through [10C.2i] into [10C.1 hence gives that: 
 

AEAUS = (ALR + BLRPNSW) + (ALR + BLRPVIC) + (ALR + BLRPQLD) + (ALR + BLRPWA) + 

(ALR + BLRPSA) + (ALR + BLRPTAS) + (ALR + BLRPACT) + (ALR + BLRPNT) 
 

= (ALR + ALR + ALR + ALR + ALR + ALR + ALR + ALR) +  

(BLRPNSW + BLRPVIC + BLRPQLD + BLRPWA + BLRPSA + BLRPTAS + BLRPACT + BLRPNT) 
 

= 8ALR + BLR(PNSW + PVIC + PQLD + PWA + PSA + PTAS + PACT + PNT) 

so 
AEAUS = 8ALR + BLR(PNSW + PVIC + PQLD + PWA + PSA + PTAS + PACT + PNT) 

           ...[10C.3] 

 
But the population figures in brackets in [10C.3] add up to the Australia-wide total population 

PAUS, as follows: 
 

PAUS = PNSW + PVIC + PQLD + PWA + PSA + PTAS + PACT + PNT  ...[10C.4] 

 
So with [10C.4], [10C.3] simplifies to 
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AEAUS = 8ALR + BLRPAUS   ...[10C.5] 

 
And with [10C.5], [10.32] becomes: 
 

REAUS,LR = EEAUS,LR – AEAUS = (ALR + BLRPAUS) – (8ALR + BLRPAUS) 

 
which reduces to formula [10.33] as follows, as required: 
 

REAUS,LR = –7ALR   ...[10.33] 

 
So if ALR is positive (> 0) in value, then REAUS,LR will be negative, as is the case in Figure 10-4 

in Chapter 10, so RBAUS,LR will be negative for private sector CATs and positive for public 

sector CATs.  And if ALR is negative (< 0) in value, as in Figure 10-3 in Chapter 10, then 

REAUS,LR will be positive, so RBAUS,LR will be positive for private sector CATs and negative for 

public sector CATs.  This situation is probably most easily explained for the case of public 

sector CATs and ALR > 0.  For this case, the single Australia-wide STTU (AWSS) would incur 

just a single component of fixed or overhead costs or expenditures given by ALR, whereas at the 

STL level under the current system eight lots of such fixed or overhead costs are incurred.  So 

the financial benefit from the horizontal integration, or amalgamation, of the eight STUs into the 

single AWSS would amount to seven lots of the fixed or overhead cost component ALR, giving 

the result: 

RBAUS,CATPUB,LR = 7ALR  ...[10C.6] 

 
As stated in Chapter 10, result [10.33] will apply for the LR technique when the 8ST regression 

set is used, but not when other regression sets are used because the populations of the STUs in 

other REG sets will not add up to the total Australian population PAUS.  Generalised versions of 

[10.33] will, however, apply to the regression analyses carried out in the progressive 

amalgamation (PA) technique, in which the populations of the STTUs at each step of the 

amalgamation process always add up to PAUS as given by [10C.5] for the 8ST regression set.  

Mathematical derviations of these PA technique results are provided in Appendix 10J. 

 
In summation notation, the derivation of [10C.5] above can be briefly written as: 
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